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TANK241-A-105 EVAPORATIONESTIMATE
1970 THROUGH1978

G. K. Allen

ABSTRACT

Tank 241-A-I05 was subjected to a severe steam explosion in January 1965
r

that caused the metal liner on the bottom to bulge upward approximately

8 feet above its concrete foundation. Shortly after this event, radiationwas

detected in drywells around the tank and it was declared a leaker. Sluicing

operations to remove material from the tank began in August 1968 and continued

through August 1970. After sluicing was completed, a significant amount of

heat generating material still remained in the tank. To keep tank

temperaturesbelow operating limits, the water level in the tank was

maintained at an approximatedepth of 1.5 feet. This practice was continued

until January 1979 when it was believed that the contents had decayed

sufficientlyto discontinue the.wateraddition and put the tank on a portable

- exhauster system.

Recent concern has focused on what portion of this cooling water added to

Tank 241-A-I05 actually evaporated and how much leaked into the soil during

the,nine year time period. This report presents the results of a study that

estimates the amount of water evaporated from Tank 241-A-I05 between 1970

and 1979.
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The problem was completed in two parts. The first part involved

development of a three dimensional heat transfermodel which was used to

establish the tank heat load. The resultsof this model were validated

against thermocoupledata from Tank 241-A-I05. The heat removed from the tank

by the ventilation air was then used as input to a second computer code, which

calculated the water evaporation. Based upon these two models, the amount of

water evaporated from Tank 241-A-I05, between 1970 and 1979, was between

378,000 and 410,000 gallons.

vi
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TANK241-A-105 EVAPORATIONESTIMATE
1970 THROUGH1978

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Tank 241-A-I05 was subjected to what was postulated as a severe steam
explosion (Beard et al. 1967) in January 1965, which caused the metal liner on
the bottom to bulge upward approximately8 ft above its concrete foundation.
This bulge created tears in the metal liner around the perimeter of the tank
where the bottom meets the side. Sluicing operations to remove as much
material as possible from the tank began in August 1968 and continued through

. August 1970. At that time, there was still a considerableamount of heat
generating material in or under the tank causing high tank temperatures. To
maintain tank temperatureswithin operating limits, the water level in the
tank was maintained at an approximatedepth of 1.5 ft. The liquid level was
monitored and when it fell below this level, water was added to bring the
level back to 1.5 ft deep. This practice was continued until January 1979
when it was believed that the contents had decayed sufficientlyto discontinue
the water addition and put the tank on a portable exhauster system. A process
test was conductedto test if this change of operation could be done without
exceedingmaximum tank temperaturecriteria (Carl 1978). The results of this
test indicated that cooling water could be eliminated without exceeding
maximum tank temperature limits. At this time water additionswere
discontinuedand Tank 241-A-I05was placed oa a portable exhauster.

Recent concern has focused on how much of the cooling water added to
Tank 241-A-105 actually evaporated and how much leaked into the soil during
the nine year time period it was added. This report preseBts the results of a
study estimatingthe amount of water that evaporated from Tank 241-A-105 when
water was added for cooling purposes from 1970 through 1978.

°

2.0 CODEANDI'IODELDESCRIPTION

Two computer codes were used in this study: HEATING7 and FATHOMS. The
HEATING7 computer code is a multidimensionalheat conduction code designed to
solve steady-stateand/or transient heat conduction problems (Childs 1991).
The FATHOMS computer code is a multidimensionalthermal hydraulics code that
was originally designed to model multi-component,two-phase flows in nuclear
reactor power plant containment and auxiliary buildings (Burke 1990).
However, the FATHOMS computer code is applicable to a wide range of thermal-
hydraulic problems.

Calculationof the evaporationrate in Tank 241-A-105 is broken into
two parts. The first part involved using the HEATING7 computer code to
establish the existing heat content of the tank. The HEATING7 model
assumptionswere adjusted until the model calculated the same conditions that
were seen in thermocouples,located in laterals underneath the tank. Once the
HEATING7 model matched the data, it was used to establish the amount of heat
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that was removed from the tank through the air ventilation system. This heat
value was then used as input for the FATHOMS model. The FATHOMS code
calculated the evaporation rates inside the tank based upon assumed exhauster
flow rates J- !

Z.I HEATING7 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

A three-dimensionalHEATING7 model was used to represent Tank 241-A-I05.
The three dimensional model is necessary because the sludge in the bottom of
the tank is not uniformly distributed,but located in several piles on the
tank floor. In addition,the tank bottom is bulged, which will affect how
much of the tank floor is actually covered with cooling water.

A side view of the tank is shown in Figure I. T&nk dimensions shown were
taken from Drawing H-2-55911 (WHC 1991). A HEATING7 model using cylindrical
coordinates was used to model the tank. Results of converting the tank in
Figure I to cylindrical coordinates are shown in Figure 2, which shows a
radius-height (rz) view of Figure I. A contour plot of the tank bottom, shown
in Figure 3 (Carl 1978), gives the location of the sludge piles as well as the
bulged liner. The sludge piles in Figure 3 are modeled as shown in Figure 4.
This is a radius-theta (rO) representationof the sludge contours shown in
Figure 3. The slashed areas represent sludge piles, diamond hashed areas show
water, and clear areas show the bulged tank bottom which sticks above the
1.5 ft of cooling water in the tank. The volume of sludge is estimated to be
2,365 cu ft (AppendixA). Using this volume and the tank bottom surface area
covered with sludge, shown in Figure 4, gives an average sludge height
of 1.357 ft.

The location of the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.
Boundary condition (bc) I is a forced convective boundary condition with a
forced convective heat transfer coefficient of 2 Btu/(h.ft_.°F)convecting to
a 55 °F temperature. This bc approximatesan average wind speed across the
soil surface convecting to the yearly average air temperature. Boundary
condition 2 is an adiabatic boundary that approximatesa tank center-to-center
spacing of 102 ft. By using this bc, the model is assuming an infinite array
of tanks, which have a 102-ft center-to-centerspacing. Boundary condition 3
is an isothermal bc of 55 °F located at the water table. Boundary condition 4
is an isothermal surface-to-boundaryconditionwith the boundary temperature
set to 130 °F. This bc was establishedby review of in tank temperature
records taken in the 1968 through 1978 time period. Sludge temperatures
during this period ranged from 115 °F to 130 °F, with more measurements in the
130 °F range than the 115 °F range. Boundary condition 5 is a surface-to-
surface bc that models the radiation heat transfer between the tank bottom and
dome and the natural convection inside the tank. The radiative heat transfer
coefficient is 1.2 x 10.9Btu/(h.ft2-°R4). This value was derived from
Equation I.

h= = S x sb (I)
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Figure I. Side View, Tank 241-A-I05.
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Figure 2. Cylindrical Coordinate HEATING7Model
(radius-height orientation).
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Figure 3. Tank Bottom Contour.
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Figure 4. HEATING7Model - Tank Bottom
(radius-theta orientation).
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where

S = shape factor assumed to be 0.7

sb = Stefan-Boltzmanconstantwhich is 1.714e x 10.9Btu/(h.ft2.°R4).

The natural convective heat transfer coefficient is 0.11At°'2s. This

heat transfer coefficient is based upon the general correlation shown in
Equation 2.

cx[ ]°

where

C = 0.27
L = characteristiclength 37.5
n = 0.25.

These values are based upon a horizontal plate with the heated surface facing
up (Welty et al. 1969).

Five materials are used in this model whose thermal properties are
shown in Table I.

Table 1. Material Properties.

Material Thermal conductivity Specific heat
Btu/h.ft.OF Density Ib/ft3 Btu/(ib.OF)

Sludge I00.0 500.0 0.1
ii

Soil 0.3 111.1 0.2

Concrete 0.7 144.0 0.21

Air Temperaturedependant properties, see Table 2

Water 0.364 62.1 0.999

The thermal properties of the sludge are artificiallyhigh to allow the heat
to flow freely to the heat generation boundary. Fhis assumption is used to
simplify the computer code computations. The major resistance to heat
transfer is the air inside the tank, so this simplifyingassumption will have
no impact on the overall heat transfer problem. In addition, the sludge
temperatureswere of no interest to this study. The temperature dependant air
properties assumed are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Air Temperature Dependant Properties.

Thermal conductivity Densit_ Specific heat
Temperature Btu/(h.ft.OF) Ib/ft Btu/(Ib.°F)

60 0.0146 0.0764 0.240

80 0.0152 0.0735 0.240

100 0.0156 0.0710 0.240

150 0.0167 0.0651 0.241
d

200 0.0179 0.0602 0.241

250 0.0191 0.0559 0.242

Four lateral thermocoupleprobes, which measures soil temperature, are
located 2 ft underneath the bottom of Tank 241-A-105, as shown in Figure 5.
The tank heat generation rate was derived by adjusting its value so the
calculated model temperaturesmatched the measured thermocouplereadings of
the soil temperaturesin the laterals underneath the tank. Initially, all the
heat was placed in the sludge inside the tank, but temperatures2 ft
underneath the tank were not high enough to match measured values from
thermocouples inside the laterals. The only way the model would match
measured lateral temperatureswas to place a second smaller heat generation
region underneath the tank. Lateral temperaturedata are available from 1968
to 1978. Two steady state runs were completed: one matched the 1968 lateral
temperaturemeasurementsand a second matched the 1978 lateral temperature
measurements. The heat generation rates for the two cases are shown in
Table 3.

The major radionuclidein the sludge is strontium-90 (AppendixB) which
has a half life of 28.6 years. Based upon this half life, the radioactive
decay for the heat generation is shown in Equation 3.

q = qoe-°.°242"6Xt (3)

where

qo = initial heat generation rate
t = time in years.

The in-tank heat generation rate, assumed in Table 3, used this decay to
decrease its heat generation between 1968 and 1978. Initially, this same
assumption was used for the heat generation underneath the tank, but when a
suitable heat generation rate for the 1968 time period was found and decayed
to its 1978 value, temperatureswere too high. Only when the heat generation
rate underneath the tank was reduced, to that shown in Table 3, did the
temperaturesmatch. The yearly tank heat generation rates between 1968 and
1978 can now be calculated and are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5. Tank Lateral Thermocouple Probes.
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Table 3. Assumed Model Heat Generation Rates.

Volumetric heat generation Total heat generation rate
Year rate Btu/(h-ft") Btu/(h.ft3)

In tank Under tank In tank Under tank

1968 24.21 3.4 57,192.5 30,383.0

1978 19.0 1.6 44,884.6 14,297.9

Table 4. Assumed Model Yearly Heat Generation Rates.

Volumetric heat generation rate
Year Btu/(h.ft3) Heat removed from "

tank vapor space Btu/h
In tank Under tank

1968 24.21 3.4 71,395.6

1969 23.63 3.2 68,330.9

1970 23.064 3.004 65,334.0

1971 22.512 2.814 62,421.1

1972 21.973 2.627 59,563.9

1973 21.447 2.446 56,788.5

1974 20.933 2.268 54,067.2

1975 20.432 2.095 51,418.3

1976 19.943 1.926 48,831.9

1977 19.465 1.971 46,307.2

1978 19.0 1.6 43,844.4

The in-tank heat generation rate in Table 4 was calculated based solely
on Equation 3. The under tank heat had to be decreased faster than predicted
by Equation 3 alone and an additional factor was used to decrease this rate.
lt is postulated that this additional factor required for the under tank heat
generation rate is necessary because the leak plume is being washed deeper
into the soil column by the cooling water leaking from the tank. These values
were then input into a HEATING7 model that calculated the heat removed from
the tank vapor space. This heat generation is used as input to the FATHOMS
model, which is discussed in the following section.

After 1978, when the cooling water was discontinued,the heat generation
rate for transient analyses used the decay functionsof Equation 3 for both
the in tank and under tank heat generation rate. This indicates that after
the cooling water was discontinued,the heat generation underneath the tank
remained stationary.

10
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2.2 FATHOMSMODELASSUMPTIONS

The FATHOMS model is shown in Figure 6. The model consists of a tank
containing a layer of water in the bottom. Air is pumped into the tank from
the upper right side of the model and exits out the top left side. Heat is by
the incoming air. Model assumptions are broken into atmospheric boundary
conditions, heat boundary conditions, and model volume assumptions as
discussed in the following paragraphs•

2.2.1 Volume Assumptions

The tank volume assumed for the FATHOMSmodel was 172,369 ft3. This
value was calculated based upor the air volume above the sludge using the

• HEATING7 model configuration. The surface area for water evaporationwas
4,417 ft2, which was based upon the surface area of the tank.

2.2.2 Atmospheric Boundary Conditions

The air being pumped through the tank is assumed to be at seasonal
ambient air conditions. The seasonal conditions used are shown in Table 5
which gives a monthly average between the years 1950 and 1970 [taken from
Table 2.3-8 of WHC-EP-0240-1 (WHC 1978)].

Table 5. Average PsychrometricProperties.

Month Dry bulb Relative Saturated vapor Pressure
temperature, °F humidity pressure (psia) ratio

Jan 30.3 76.0 0.0 O.O

Feb 37.5 69.7 0.1101 0.005348

Mar 44.0 55.0 0.1419 0.005439

Apr 52.5 46.4 0.1955 0.006322

May 61.8 41.8 0.2736 0.007974

• Jun 69.9 39.4 0.3628 0.009963

Jul 77.5 31.5 0.4683 0.010281

Aug 75.3 34.9 0.4353 0.010588

Sep 67.0 39.9 0.3283 0.009130

Oct 53.2 57.7 0.2006 0.008067

Nov 40.1 72.6 0.1220 0.006173

Dec 33.4 80.8 0.0935 0.005265

psia = pounds per square-inch absolute (pressure).

11
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Figure 6. FATHOMSModel.
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The FATHOMS computer code uses a pressure ratio rather than relative
humidity d_rectly. The pressure ratio is defined by Equation 4.

P.iat

, pressure ratio = relative humidity x --• (4)
Pto_

The total pressure is 14.348 psia (Garfield 1975). In addition, the
initial temperature of the vapor and liquid inside the tank was assumed to be
130 °F. The 130 °F temperaturewas selected because the heat transfer model
used a 130 °F isothermal boundary condition at the surface of the liquid in

• the tank.

The exact air flowrate through Tank 241-A-105 is difficult to determine
because all the tanks in A, AX, AY, and AZ Tank Farms are on a common exhaust
system (Building702-A), but Kazer and Veneziano (1978) has estimated this
flow rate to be between 150 and 660 cubic feet per minute (CFM) with the more
likely value closer to 150 CFM. Both the 150 and the 660 CFM flow rates were
used to establish a problem bounding condition.

2.2.3 Heat Boundary Conditions

The heat input boundary condition is applied to the wa':erin the bottom
of the tank. The actual value added is listed in Table 4. This heat is the
amount calculated by the HEATING7 model, which was being removed through the
boundary condition, and approximatedthe air flow rate through the tank.

2.2.4 Additional Boundary Condition

As shown in Figure 6, an inlet water flow rate was assumed• This
• boundary condition simply added water to the tank at a rate approximately

equal to the evaporation rate so that a constant liquid level was maintained.
The inlet temperature of this water was assumed to be 50 °F. Any heat removed

• from the tank, because of leaking cooling water, does not affect this
assumption because the heat applied to the FATHOMS model is the heat
calculated by the HEATING7 model, which was released to the ventilation.

3.0 HEAT TRANSFERRESULTS

Based upon the model assumptions previously described, the HEATING7model
was used to establish the amount of heat being removed from the tank by the
ventilation air. The model validity was verified by checking the results with
measured conditions in the tank.

13
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Thermocouplereadings from the laterals underneath the tank are shown in
Figures 7 through 10. Each of these figures show the temperature-timehistory
of the thermocouples located in each of the laterals. Two steady-state
HEATING7 models were developed, one to match the 1968 conditions and the other
to match the 1977 conditions. These model outputs were then compared to the
actual temperature reading 2 ft underneath the tank shown in Figures 7
through 10. Figures 11 and 12 show temperaturecontour plots at the same
depth as the laterals underneath the tank for the !968 and 1978 HEATING7
models, respectively. This position of the laterals underneath the tank are
superimposedon the contour plots for easier temperaturecomparison between
the data in Figures II and 12 and the data in Figures 7 through 10.
Comparison of temperaturesand positions from the contour plots show good
agreementwith temperaturesrecorded in Figures 7 through 10.

The calculated contour plots show a local hot spot located roughly
underneath the bulged liner. This hot spot is shown more effectively on the
surface plots shown in Figures 13 and 14 for the 1968 and 1978 time period,
respectively. This hot spot was previously thought to be caused by heat
generating sludge that leaked into the void space underneath the bulge, but
the HEATING7 model has no localized heat generation rate underneath the bulge.
Based upon the HEATING7 model assumptions,it is felt that this hot spot
exists because the bulged liner extends above the liquid level of the tank,
and thus, it is cooled only by the tank ventilationair while the rest of the
tank is covered with water and is cooled more effectively.

In 1979, it was felt that the heat content of Tank 241-A-I05 had decayed
enough to discontinue the cooling water additions and put the tank on a
portable exhauster a_r cooling system only. This portal,le exhauster system
operated until it was shut down on March 31, 1989. At that time, the
temperatures in the laterals underneath the tank started to rise and kept
rising until the exhausterwas restarted on March 17, 1990. This temperature
rise, which was a direct result of the exhauster failure, provided a good set
of data for further verificationof the heat transfer model.

The 1978 steady-statemodel output was usel to start a transient
calculation that modeled the portable exhauster operation until it was shut
d_wn on March 31, 1989. At this point, the model boundary conditions were
changed so no air entered the tank and the resulting temperatureswere
compared with measured lateral temperaturesfor that same time period.
ihe model temperature rise predictionscompared with the measured lateral
temperature of thermocouple28 are shown in Figure 15. This figure presents
three curves. The solid line shows the temperaturerise of thermocouple28
in the lateral underneath the tank. The short dashed line is based on the
initial assumed heat generation rate used by Everly and Bath (AppendixA)
(29.47Btu/h-ft3). The long dashed line is based on a heat generation rate
selected to best fit the temperaturerise of thermocouple28. The first heat
generation value for this curve (19 Btu/h.ft3) is in the tank and the second
value (1.6 Btu/h.ft3) is under the tank. As seen, the model predictionsusing
the 19 _nd 1.6 Btu/h.ft3 volumetric heat generation rates in 1978 provide a
reasonable fit to the measured temperatureboth in magnitude and rate of
temperature increase. As noted in the assumption section, the 19 and
1.6 Bt_/h.ft3 rates were the base case 1978 values. Actual transient heat
generationswere decayed uslnq EQuation 3 for both heat oeneration terms.
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Figure 8. Lateral Number 2 Temperature History.
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Figure g. Lateral Number 3 Temperature History.
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Figure10. LateralNumber4 TemperatureHistory.
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Figure 11. Calculated Temperature Contour
2 ft Below Tank Bottom, 1968.
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Figure 12. Calculated Temperature Contour
2 ft Below Tank Bottom, 1978.
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F*gure 13. Temperature Surface 2 ft BeTow Tank BOttom, 1968.
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Figure 14. Temperature Surface 2 ft Below Tank Bottom, 1978.
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The agreement between the model predictions and actual measured
temperaturesfor the 1968 and 1978 steady state runs, as well as for the
transient runs when the portable exhausterwas down in 1989, provide a high
degree of confidence that the assumed model heat generation rate is close to
reality.

4.0 EVAPORATIONRESULTS

Two bounding ventilationair flow rates were considered for the
evaporationcalculations: 150 and 660 CFM. Based upon the heat input and
average atmospheric conditions discussed previously, th_ tank vapor space and
liquid temperaturesare shown in Figures 16 and 17 for the 150 and 660 CFM air
flow rate, respectively. Each of these figures show the seasonal temperature
variations of the vapor space and liquid inside the tank. As expected, the
temperaturevariation for the 660 CFM case is wider than for the 150 CFM case.
Sludge temperaturesat the 1.5 ft level taken from "Tank Farm - 241-A - Status
Report" records (AppendixC) are shown in Table 6.

These sludge temperaturescorrespond to the liquid temperature in the
FATHOMS model and agree reasonablywell with the 150 CFM case shown in
Figure 16. As stated in Section 2.2.2, the 150 CFM case is considered more
likely.

Table 6. Sludge Temperatures,Tank 241-A-105
1.5 ft from Tank Bottom.

Date Temperature, °F

Oct 31, 1971 119

Nov 13, 1973 117

May 13, 1974 135

The water evaporated from the tank based upon the bounding ventilation
air flow rates are shown in Table 7.

Examinationof the data presented in Table 7 shows that there is a
decreased total evaporationvolume for the 660 CFM case. In addition, there
is a significantdrop in the evaporationrate between the first and second
year for the 660 CFM case. The evaporation drop between the first and second
year is caused by the initial temperatureassumption of 130 °F at the
beginning of the computer simulation. This causes a higher initial calculated
evaporationrate than when the model brings the tank vapor temperaturesdown
to the 80 °F temperaturerange predicted for the 660 CFM air flow rate. In
both cases, the air exiting the tank is at, or very close to, saturated
conditions. Because of the increased air flow for the (60 CFM case, the
exiting air temperature is lower than for the 150 CFM case. This lower
temperaturecauses a decrease in the total amount of water in the air at
saturated conditions.
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Figure 16. 150 CFM Air Flow Rate.
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Table 7. Water Evaporated from Tank 241-A-I05.

150 CF_Iair flow 660 CFM air flow
Year gallons gallons

I 56,727 55,373

2 53,041 47,471

3 50,231 45,199

4 47,749 43,263

5 45,099 41,147

6 42,755 39,273

7 40,278 37,295

8 38,063 35,482

9 35,740 33,634

Total 409,683 378,137

During actual operating conditions, the 660 CFM air flow rate case might
evaporate more liquid than the 150 CFM case. The heat input to the water in
the FATHOMS model was based upon HEATING7 calculationswhich used a 130 °F
boundary temperature. The boundary temperaturematched the vapor space
temperaturecalculated by FATHOMS for the 150 CFM flow rate case only. If the
air flow rate was actually increasedto 660 CFM, the tank vapor temperature
would be lower, causing additional tank heat to be removed by the ventilation
system. If a lower HEATING7 boundary temperaturehad been used, more heat
would be removed by the air space and this additional heat would evaporate
more water in the FATHOMS model.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This study calculated the amount of cooling water evaporated from
Tank 241-A-I05 from 1970 through 1978, when the tank was cooled by maintaining
a minimum level of water in the tank. These calculationswere completed by
developing a heat transfer model and benchmarkingthe resultswith measured
tank temperatures. Results from this benchmarkedmodel were then used to
calculatethe amount of water evaporated.

In order for the heat transfer model to match measured data, a heat
generation rate underneath the tank had to be added in addition to the heat
inside the tank. During the 1970 through 1978 time period, this heat
generation region underneath the tank had to be reduced faster than can be
accounted for by radiolytic decay, which indicates that a leak plume is
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underneath the tank and was washed deeper into the soil column during the time
periog w,lencooling water was added. The concentrationof the heat generation
region under the tank had to be reduced by 60% of its initial 1968 value
by 1978. From 1978 to the present, the heat generation rates for transient
analyses used the radioactivedecay functions for both the in tank and under
tank heat generation. This indicates that after the cooling water was
discontinued,the heat generation migration under the tank stopped.

There i._ a localized hot spot underneath the tank that corresponds to the
location of the bulge in the bottom. This hot spot has historicallybeen
attributed to sludge that leaked underneath the bulge. The model does not
have a localized higher heat generation rate underneath the bulge, but still
predicts the hot spot as measured in the tank. These results indicate the hot
spot was caused because the bulge is extending into Lhe air region and is only
cooled by air while the rest of the tank bottom is cooled by the w_cer. The
hot spot in the middle of the tank still exists, even though the tank is now
dry. Presently, this condition is attributed to the soil underneath the
center of the tank, which is more effectively insulated by the tank than the
soil underneath the perimeter of the tank.

The results of the heat transfer model was used as input to calculate the
total amount of water evaporated from Tank 241-A-I05 from 1970 through 1978.
Based upon this heat transfer model, between 378,000 and 410,000 gallons of
water were evaporated during this time period.
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Heat Transfer Study on Tank 105-A

Introduction

A steady state heat transfer study on Tank 105-A was performed using the
computer program, HEATING 5. With data provided by Tank Farm Process
Engineering {TFPE) and an assumed sludge material profile, a computer
model was prepared. The program was run for variable amounts of total
heat generation of sludge material to match a temperature profile two
feet below the bottom surface of the tank provided as data by TFPE.

The results of the study show that a volume of 2365 ft3 of sludge material
with a constant heat generation of 29.47 BTU/hr-ft 3 and the assuh_ed sludge
material profile should have a maximum temperature of 215°F at a level
two feet below the tank. With lO00 gallons per week of water added to
Tank lOS-A, a boundary condition of 130°F was used on the inner surfaces
of the tank. If water is no longer added to the tank, the boundary con-
dition on the tank surface is removed. The maximum steady state temperature
in the tank under these conditions is over 500°F.

Data
.............,.

Thermal conductivity of soil 0.25 BTU/hr-?t-°F
Thermal conductivity of sludge material 0.25 BTU/hr-ft-°F
Thermal conductivity of concrete 0.25 BTU/hr-ft-°F
Thickness of soil on tank 8.0 Feet

Heat generation of sludge material 29._7 BTU/ht-ft 3
Water addition to Tank 105-A lO00 Gallons/week
Temperature of inner tank surface 130°F
Haximum temperature at a level two 215°F

feet below Tank 105-A

Assumotions
i

I. A constant temperature of 80°F was assumed for the soil surface
boundary condition.

2. The temperature of the water table, a depth of 200 feet below the
soil surface_ was constant at 70°F+
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3. An insulated boundary was assumed between storage tanks.

Discussion

The computer model used for this heat transfer study is shown in Figures
l and 2. This model was prepared from "An Estimate of Bottom Topography,
Volume and Other Conditions in Tank lOS-A, Hanford, Washington" by Woodward-
Clyde Consultants and an estimate of sludge material under the bulge in
the liner at the bottom of the tank by T. B. Veneziano of TFPE.

Additional data provided by TFPE was a heat generation rate of 29.47
BTU/ht-ft _ for the sludge material, a maximum temperature of 215°F at
a level two feet below the tank, a temperature of 130QF on the inner
surface of the tank, and the addition of lO00 gallons per week of water
to Tank 105-A. Assuming a 130°F boundary condition inside the tank, a
series of computer runs with a variable amount of total heat generation
were made to estimate the volume of sludge material. In Figure 3, the
maximum temperature two feet below the tank is plotted versus the volume
of sluHge material generating heat at a constant rate of 29.47 BTU/hr-ft 3.
Using _ne maximum temperature data, 2365 ft3 is the estimated volume of
sludge material. The temperature profile at two feet below the tank
bottom of a computer run made with the estimated sludge material volume
is shown in Figure 4. If water were no longer added to Tank lOS-A, the
130°F boundary condition is removed. Figure 5 shows the computed tempera-
ture profile at steady state for the bottom of the tank, the location of
the maximum temperatures. For the estimated sludge material volume, the
maximum temperature is above 500°F.

,i. ' .
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Waste Processing Technology Waste Processing Technology
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RESULTS COMPARISON WITH DRAFT EBASCO ENVIRONMENTALSTUDY

In a parallel effort with this report, Ebasco Environmentalcompleted an
engineering study "Draft Tank 241-A-I05 Leak Assessment" (May 24, 1991), which
estimates that approximately610,000 gallons of cooling water were added to
this tank and concludes that there was sufficient heat generated in the tank
to evaporate "most, and perhaps nearly all of this water." The report,
WHC-EP-0410,calculates the amount of water evaporated to be between 378,000
and 410,000 gallons. This appendix examines the Ebasco report and identifies
the assumptionsthat produces the difference in calculated water evaporated.

The calculationalapproach of the Ebasco document was to use historical
operating records and existing documentationto calculate a heat balance

• around the tank. The Ebasco approach calculates a total heat balance around
the tank as shown in Equation I.

Tank heat generation rate = evaporation loss +
conduction loss to soil surface +
conduction loss to water table +
latent heat increase of tank ventilation air. (I)

A value for each of these terms was calculated based upon a review of
historical information.

An accurate value of the tank heat generation rate must be determined
because it affects every term in Equation I. The Ebasco study examines
three sludge samples taken in 1972 and a third sample taken in 1965. The heat
generation rates of the samples taken in 1972 varied by a factor of 3.6. The
heat generation rate of the sample taken in 1965 fell between two of the
1972 samples and was chosen as the assumed value. This volumetric generation
rate was then multiplied by an estimated sludge volume to get a calculated
tank heat content.

As seen by the variability of the 1972 analyses, the volumetric heat
• generation rate is not known to a high degree of accuracy. Estimates of the

total sludge volume are also questionable. Multiplicationof these
two numbers can produce cumulative tank heat generation errors of a very high

o magnitude. The Ebasco study used this heat generation as the basis for its
calculations. InsteadWHC-EP-0410 used a heat transfer model and compared
calculated model temperatureswith measured tank temperatures and adjusted the
heat generation rate until the model temperaturesmatched the measured
temperatures, lt is believed that these measured tank temperaturesare the
most accurate informationthat exists which can be used to estimate the actual
tank heat generation rate.

The Ebasco document assumes a constant conductive heat loss of
2,140 Btu/hr to the water table and 6,960 Btu/hr to the soil surface. Actual
values will be a function of the tank heat content. The greater the total
heat content, the larger the conductive losses will be. Based upon a total
tank heat content of 75,000 Btu/hr, WHC-EP-0410 calculates conductive losses
to the water table as 2,400 Btu/hr and conductive losses to the soil surface
as 13,400 Btu/hr. The value for the heat conducted to the water table is
close to the value in the "Ebascodocument, but soil surface heat loss is twice
as high as their assumption. Over the 9 year period in question, this amounts
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to almost 61,000 gallons less water evaporated or approximately 10% of the
total amount of water added as tabulated in the Ebasco document.

The major difference between the Ebasco study and this document appears
to be the assumed tank heat generation rate as shown in Table I.

i

Table I. Total Heat Generation Rate
lm i

Ebasco documnt i WHC-EP-0410
Year L

Btu rhr

1971 102,600 81,330

1972 94,900 78,328

1973 90,200 75,383

1974 86,900 72,507
,,

1975 84,300 69,718

1976 82,000 66,989

1977 79,900 64,323

1978 77,900 53,596
-- -, i i i

1979 75,900 59,183

Assuming the difference between the two heat generation rates in Table I
all went to evaporation of water and based upon an enthalpy change of

-_ 1,150.4 Btu/Ib for the evaporation'of water, the extra heat assumed by the
Ebasco document will evaporate an additional 130,673gallons of water.
Adding this number to the 410,000 gallons reported in this document gives
a t,_al of 540,673 gallons. This value can be directly compared to the
Ebasco number by subtractingthe 61,000 gallons as noted previously from the
610,000 gallons number to give 549,000 gallons. This value compares very
favorablywith the 540,673 gallons shown above.

In conclusion, the Ebasco document and WHC-EP-0410 used two different
engineering approaches- the Ebasco approach predicting 610,000 gallons
eva,poratedand the WHC-EP-0410 approach predicting 410,000 gallons evaporated.
Based upon the magnitude of possible errors in engineering assumptions,these
numbers are the same. As discussed above, the difference in the amount of
water evaporated can be attributed to the difference in the assumed heat
generation rate. lt is believed that the evaporationcalculations in
WHC-EP-0410 are closer to actual rates because temperatures in the model were
benchmarked against act,hl measured tank temperaturesand found to give close
temperature agreement.

q
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